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Abstract
In this research a two-dimensional arm motion generator, composed of two linear
motors, was developed. The inertia, damping and/or stiness characteristics of the motion
generator can be changed on the real-time basis by properly regulating the force generated
by the linear motors. That is, active impedance is implemented without actual change in the
physical structure of the motion generator. Control of the motor force is carried out by
regulating the input currents supplied to the linear motors by using a common voltagedriven driver. In the control system, the time delay due to A/D conversion of the current
output has an adverse eect on the stability of the system. Furthermore, disturbances
caused by characteristics of the motion generator also exist. To cope with these diculties,
a 2-DOF controller combined with LQ-servo and H-in®nity controllers was used. The gains
of the controller are selected so that disturbance rejection, stability guarantee and tracking
performance may be achieved. This motion generator can be used to measure kinesthetic
sense associated with the human arm and thus leads to developing the products for which
the kinesthetic sense is taken into account. 7 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Arm motion generator; Active impedance; 2-DOF controller; H-in®nity controller; Linear
motor
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1. Introduction
As lifestyles modernize, products with not only function but also kinesthetic
sense along with function draw customers, attention. That is, people consider the
sensibility of a product as well as its performance. In recent years, there has been
a lot of eorts to apply this to products even though in the early stages of
development.
The objective of this research is to develop an arm motion generator necessary
for quanti®cation and implementation of kinesthetic sense, which mainly relates to
arm movement. In most mechanical systems, motion has a close relationship with
mechanical impedance, which consists of inertia, stiness, and damping.
Therefore, the arm motion generator developed in this research work xsis capable
of measuring the kinesthetic sense dierence as experienced by a person by
altering the mechanical impedance and can let the person to experience the desired
kinesthetic sense. But varying the impedance physically is very tedious, costly, and
time demanding. The arm motion generator controls the force and output of the
linear motors so that it may have the same eect of physically changing the
impedance. In addition, use of two linear motors makes two-dimensional
movement possible.
These kinds of motion generators are used in various ¯ight and vehicle
simulators, and vigorous research continues today in this ®eld. However, these
motion generators use mainly pneumatic systems to generate an entire body
movement, and thus systems get complicated and manufacturing becomes costly.
But since the motion generator developed in this research only deals with arm
movement, it makes use of an electric motor possible, which makes system
composing and controlling simple.
The similar concept of active impedance used in this research has also been
studied in robot engineering. In robotics,when a manipulator is in contact with an
object,the relation between the force exerted on the object by the manipulator and
the motion at the contact point is modeled with impedance such as
inertia,damping and stiness and then the appropriate position/force control is
carried out [1,2]. In this research, the concept of active impedance is basically the
same as the impedance control in robotics,but has many dierences in application
purpose and method.
Section 2 of this paper takes a closer look at the hardware structure of the arm
motion generator and Section 3 handles the concept of active impedance. Section
4 deals with the 2-DOF control system including the LQ servo and H-in®nity
controllers. In Section 5, examples of active impedance implementation, using the
arm motion generator developed in this research, are given.
2. Structure of arm motion generator
An arm motion generator capable of implementing two-dimensional plane
motion (i.e., x and y axes) was made by combining two identical linear motors
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perpendicularly as shown in Fig. 1. An operator grasps the lever attached to the
moving part of the upper motor and produces an arbitrary 2D motion by moving
the lever in the xy plane. The structure of the arm motion generator should be
symmetrical for the x and y axes for true 2D motion; however, it is not
symmetrical as far as mass is concerned since the ®xed part of the upper linear
motor is attached to the moving part of the lower one.
Fig. 2 shows the arm motion generator and drive circuit to run linear motors,
TMS320 DSP board is used as a controller, and PC is used to collect and analyze
experimental data. The linear motor used here has a 3-phase, 4-pole motor part
which consists of permanent magnets and drive coils and an encoder used to track
position, combined as one structure. A voltage driven brushless DC (BLDC)
drive, exclusively for motors, is used to drive the linear motor. That is, it detects
position of the linear motor with Hall sensor signals and applies voltage to the
corresponding driving coil in pulse width modulation (PWM) xsmode.
The main controller TMS 320 DSP board can be operated at 40 MHz and it
carries out algorithms necessary to control the motor. This board has 210 V
range, 12-bit resolution A/D and D/A converters. The A/D converter measures
analog current supplied to the motor and digitizes it then sends it to the DSP,
while the D/A converter transforms the output digital signal from the controller
to analog voltage to send it to the motor drive. A PC communicates with the
controller through the parallel port and takes charge of collecting and analyzing
the experimental data.
3. Implementation of active impedance
3.1. Concept of active impedance
Impedance in a mechanical system is de®ned as a measure of motion response

Fig. 1. Con®guration of motion generator and concept of active impedance.
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to force exerted on the system, and consists of inertia, damping, and stiness.
Active impedance, mentioned in this research, means getting the same eect from
physically changing the impedance of the moving part of the linear motor as from
only generating the proper force from the motor.
Although the motion generator is capable of 2D movement in the xy plane,
only one-dimensional movement is explained here because exactly the same
formula can be used for both axes. Let us ®rst consider active inertia. When an
operator applies force F to the lever of the deenergized linear motor in which
moving part has mass of m, acceleration of a0  F=m is experienced. Suppose that
the moving part mass is now decreased by Dm (<0) to
M  m  Dm

1

Then, the operator will experience acceleration of
a

F
F

M
m  Dm

2

for the same input force F. This change of mass can be achieved by the motor
operation without actual change in the physical mass of the moving part. Let us
®nd motor force Fmotor with which the operator will experience acceleration a (not
a0  even when he exerts the same force F on moving part of mass m.
F  Fmotor  m  a

3

Combining Eqs. (2) and (3) yields
Fmotor  ÿD m  a

4

Note that the motor force is in the same direction as the force F given by the
operator because Dm < 0 is assumed in this case. With the aid of the motor force,
the acceleration felt by the operator is a (> a0), which is the acceleration obtained

Fig. 2. Schematic experimental setup.
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from force F applied to inertia M, even when the operator exerts force F on mass
m.
The force generated by a linear motor is Fmotor  KF i, where KF is the force
constant of the motor and i is the current supplied to the motor. Thus, supplying
the current of
im  ÿDm  a=KF

5

to the motor would generate the eect of active inertia M. Here, the subscript m
on the current denotes the current related to mass. If Dm > 0, on the other hand,
the motor force becomes negative (See Eq. (4)) and thus it is in the opposite
direction to the force applied by the operator. In this case, the operator will
experience acceleration less than ao  F=m for the same input force F.
Active damping C and active stiness K can be presented in the same manner,
C  c  Dc, K  k  Dk

6

where c and k are the original damping and stiness of the moving part of the
linear motor, and Dc and Dk the added damping and stiness, respectively.
Suitable current values for the motor to obtain these active damping and stiness
are,
ic  ÿDc  v=KF ,

ik  ÿDk  x=KF

7

where v and x are the velocity and the position of the moving part of the linear
motor. Since most linear motors have small damping and stiness characteristics,
the active damping and stiness are usually greater than the original values (i.e.,
Dc > 0, Dk > 0).
3.2. Implementation of active impedance
In some systems, inertia, damping or stiness characteristics may exist alone,
but in most actual mechanical systems they exist in a composite fashion. That is
why implementing composite active impedance is required to let us reach closer to
actual systems. When an operator applies force to the lever of the arm motion
generator, it exerts the same amount of force on his hand in the opposite
direction, as noted in Newton's law of action-reaction. This force is called
reaction force. Thus, when the operator generates motion by exerting force on the
lever connected to the motor, the operator will experience reaction to inertia,
damping, and stiness as follows:
Ftotal  Finertia  Fdamping  Fstiffness  Ma  Cv  Kx

8

When considering a reaction force for the particular instant, it is impossible to
discern each component of the reaction force (e.g., no distinction between
damping and stiness forces). But by considering that the reaction due to inertia
is proportional to acceleration, damping to velocity, and stiness to position, one
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can measure the form of time-varying reaction which leads to classi®cation of
each component of the total reaction.
When the values of active impedance M, C, K which are to be implemented are
determined, necessary additional impedance Dm, Dc and Dk can easily be
computed by Eqs. (1) and (6). As the operator moves the lever to generate some
movement patterns (e.g., rectilinear, circular, oscillatory), position, velocity, and
acceleration involved in this pattern are detected. Since the actual force input by
the operator on the lever is not known, the values for acceleration a, velocity v,
and position x must be obtained by actual measurements rather than by
calculation. The position is measured by counting the pulses from the linear
optical encoder, whose resolution is 0.5 mm. The velocity is obtained by counting
the number of pulses per sampling period and/or measuring the time between
successive pulses. The acceleration is obtained by numerically dierentiating the
velocity value.
Then, the motor generates the following force for implementation of active
impedance.
Fmotor  ÿ Dm  a  Dc  v  Dk  x 

9

Note that the positive motor force is assumed to be in the same direction as the
force by the operator. To generate this force, the current that must be supplied to
the linear motor becomes
i  im  ic  ik 

ÿ Dm  a  Dc  v  Dk  x 
KF

10

To better understand this concept, let us consider the case in which the lever is
moving with uniform acceleration a (although it rarely happens in reality, it is
easy to visualize). Then, the motor force is given by Eq. (9) and each component

Fig. 3. Motor forces required for active inertia, damping and stiness during uniformly accelerated
motion.
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of Fmotor is shown in Fig. 3, and the current to the motor will be given by


1 2
at
Dm  a  Dc  at  Dk 
2
itotal  ÿ
KF

85

11

Even if an arbitrary motion is made by the operator, the active impedance can be
implemented by providing the proper current given by Eq. (10).
By implementing this kind of active impedance (i.e., by varying inertia,
damping, and/or stiness), one can measure the kinesthetic sense most suitable for
the operator. The quantitative analysis of such a kinesthetic sense is a dierent
topic, research of which is usually treated in the ®eld of ergonomics. These data
can be used to develop products with better kinesthetic sense for the user.

4. Control system
4.1. Control system for arm motion generator
As mentioned before, in order to implement active impedance, control of the
force generated by the linear motor is needed. This force is proportional to the
current supplied to the motor, and thus force control is performed by current
control. Since motor drivers are usually voltage-driven, the current is not directly
controlled, but controlled indirectly by controlling the voltage. That is, to supply
the necessary current, the voltage of the linear motor must be controlled by the
controller on the basis of the dierence between the targeted value and the actual
value of the current. The relation between the input voltage u and the current i
¯owing through the motor is commonly known as
u ÿ KE v  L

di
 Ri
dt

12

where L and R denote the inductance (110 mH) and resistance (18 O) of the
linear motor winding, respectively, v the motor velocity, and KE the back emf
constant (119 V/(m/s)). The back emf KEv is generated proportional to the
velocity of the motor, and is applied in the opposite direction to the supplied
voltage to the motor. Since the position, velocity and acceleration of the arm
motion generator depend mostly upon the force arbitrarily applied by the
operator, the term KEv on the left-hand side of Eq. (12) varies arbitrarily.
Therefore, this will be treated as disturbance in the control system and then the
plant G(s) can be described by
G s 

I s
1

U s
Ls  R

13

The linear motor drive in Fig. 2 provides the current required for force control
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based on the current command. Since the current output is measured by the A/D
converter and fed back to the control system, a time delay of at least one
sampling period Ts occurs. The electric time constant te of the motor is about
1250 ms, while the sampling period of the control system is set to Ts = 400 ms.
Since it is generally preferable that the sampling period be less than 1/10 of the
plant time constant, the sampling period must decrease to improve stability of the
control system. However, there are some diculties in reducing the sampling
period. First, the bandwidth of the motor drive built in this linear motor system is
about 2.5 kHz and a faster sampling rate than this bandwidth does not improve
the performance. Second, an excessively small sampling period may deteriorate the
accuracy of velocity measurement since it is likely that less than a whole pulse
appears during one sampling period, especially for low velocity operation. In
addition, an excessively small sampling period may cause the acceleration value to
¯uctuate since it is numerically obtained by dividing the velocity dierence of
successive samples by the sampling period. For all these reasons as stated above,
it is preferable to set a rather large sampling period, which may cause the stability
problem as explained below.
Let us investigate the eect of the time delay associated with the sampling
period on the control system. Root locus analysis for the discretized electric part
of the linear motor is shown in Fig. 4 and it indicates that the proportional gain is
limited to about 9.5 for the closed-loop system to be stable. It is noted that
in®nite gain is allowed in the ®rst-order analog plant as described by Eq. (13).
Consider the situation in which the lever is suddenly moved to a certain distance.
In this case, a large current must ¯ow in the beginning portion of the movement
to implement active impedance. Fig. 5 shows the two experimental results of the
current responses with the PI controller. The response (a) with the P gain greater
than the critical value 9.5 generates unstable behavior, while the response (b) with
the P gain lower than the critical value cannot achieve fast tracking though stable.
Therefore, this time delay problem should be properly treated in order to get both
stable and good performance. In this research, an H-in®nity control scheme is
adopted to cope with this problem.
A 2-DOF control system [3,4] has been employed,which includes an LQ-servo

Fig. 4. Root locus of discretized electric part.
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Fig. 5. Current responses with PID controller; (a) high P gain and (b) low P gain.

for feedforward compensation and an H-in®nity controller for series compensation
as shown in Fig. 6. In this ®gure, the time delay due to the sampling period is
represented by the multiplicative modeling error Dm. The LQ-servo controller
produces the control input um based on the dierence of the target current r and
the output of the internal plant (Eq. (13)) ym. Because of the modeling error and
neglect of the back emf, KEv, the actual output y and the internal plant output ym
yield some error, which will be treated by the H-in®nity controller. The total
control input u is computed as the sum of the outputs of the LQ-servo and the Hin®nity controllers.
4.2. H-in®nity control formulation
As explained before, the time delay related to the sampling period Ts is treated
as the multiplicative modeling error Dm in Fig. 6. It is well known that robust
stability is guaranteed if provided that the multiplicative modeling error Dm
satis®es the following condition:

Fig. 6. Block diagram of 2-DOF current controller composed of LQ-servo and H-in®nity controllers.
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jDm joj  je ÿjo Ts ÿ 1j < jT joj ÿ1

for all o

14

where T(s ) is the nominal cosensitivity function (i.e., closed-loop transfer
function). Fig. 7 shows the Bode plot of this multiplicative modeling error. Based
on this condition, the cosensitivity weighing function WT(s ) can be selected as an
envelope for the multiplicative modeling error [5]
WT s 

2:2Ts s
Ts s  1

15

Another weighing function to be considered is a sensitivity weighing function as a
performance factor. Since the operator of a motion generator is a human, the
activating frequency may be within 20 Hz. Thus, the frequency region here is
limited to 50 Hz, which is large enough to cover various patterns of arm motion.
The sensitivity weighing function has cuto frequency of 50 Hz and includes a
pure integral part to eliminate a steady-state error caused by constant disturbance.
WS s 

50  2p
s s  50  2p 

16

The weighing functions WT s and WS s are used for the mixed sensitivity Hin®nity control problem shown in Fig. 8. In this ®gure, w denotes the output ym
of the internal plant and e the error ym ÿ y. The ®ctitious outputs z1 and z2
represent WSe and WTy, respectively. Then, the generalized plant P(s ) can be
represented by
8 9 2
3
 
WS s ÿWS sG s  
< z1 =
w
w
z2  4 0
WT sG s 5
 P s
17
u
u
: ;
e
I
ÿG s
Thus the H-in®nity problem becomes

Fig. 7. Bode plots of Dm (s ) and WT (s ).
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Fig. 8. Mixed sensitivity H-in®nity problem with weighing functions.

1=g  WS sS s
WT sT s

1

<1

18

where S(s ) is the sensitivity function and g is a positive real number. At g10:14,
the controller K(s ) corresponding to Eq. (18) can be obtained [6±8]. The
sensitivity and cosensitivity functions and their inverse weighing functions with
controller K(s ) are shown in Fig. 9. With this plot, it is assured that the condition
(18) is satis®ed.
4.3. LQ-servo formulation
The LQ-servo is used to control the internal plant. Though ®nding the proper
gains of the LQ-servo problem usually needs trial and error procedure, there is
merit in obtaining control gain to consider the control input constraint [9]. In this
LQ-servo problem, the following performance index is minimized:
J

1
0


_ R2 dt
ky ÿ rkQ2  kuk

Then, the control signal is obtained by

Fig. 9. Sensitivity, cosensitivity functions and their inverse weighing functions.
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u t  ÿK1 x t  K2

t
0

y t ÿ r dt

20

assuming that the initial condition x 0  0: It is noted in Eq. (20) that the second
term represents the integral part to eliminate the steady-state error. Fig. 10 shows
the block diagram for this LQ-servo scheme. Here, the control input weighing
matrix R was chosen so as not to exceed maximum motor drive output.
5. Performance of arm motion generator
5.1. Performance of current controller
Fig. 11 shows the experimental results for the current response with the 2-DOF
controller composed of the LQ-servo and H-in®nity controllers. The tracking
performance is much better than that of the PI controller as shown in Fig. 5. In
addition, the stability problem noticed in Fig. 5(a) is of no concern.
Fig. 12 shows the experimental results for the current response when active
stiness is implemented and the operator moves the lever in an oscillatory fashion.
Again the 2-DOF controller shown in (a) provides much better performance than
the PI controller shown in (b). That is, the actual current can track the oscillatory
reference input both accurately and quickly. Similar results were obtained for the
cases of active damping and inertia, though omitted here.
5.2. One-dimensional motion generation
In this section, some test results of one-dimensional motion with the lower
linear motor ®xed are presented. Fig. 13 shows the linear motor having moving
part of mass m = 5.8 kg, damping coecient of c 1 20 N s/m, and stiness of k
1 0. The active stiness is set to K = 300 N/m by setting an additional stiness
of Dk = 300 N/m. Then, the position of the moving part of the motor is
measured each time when the lever is released at the initial position of about 8
cm. As shown in the Fig. 13, the amplitude decreases gradually because the linear
motor originally has damping of its own. Therefore, implementation of active
impedance on the system enabled the motion generator to vibrate as if it was a
spring mechanism.

Fig. 10. Block diagram of LQ-servo controller.
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Fig. 11. Current response with 2-DOF controller.

Fig. 14 shows the linear motor having the same speci®cations as the above one.
But this time, not only the active stiness as in Fig. 13, but also the additional
damping of Dc = 60 N s/m is added. Then, the lever was released at the initial
position of about 8 cm. As expected, the vibration fades away more rapidly than
before due to additional damping.
5.3. Two-dimensional motion generation
As mentioned before, the structure of the arm motion generator is not
symmetrical as far as mass is concerned since the ®xed part of the upper linear
motor is attached to the moving part of the lower one. Therefore, even if the
operator manipulates the lever to draw a circle, it is likely that the trajectory of

Fig. 12. Current responses of arm motion generator with active stiness implemented: (a) 2-DOF
controller, and (b) PI controller.
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Fig. 13. Displacement response of the motion generator subject to initial displacement with active
stiness implemented.

the lever will become an ellipse due to the unsymmetrical mass distribution. For a
true 2D motion generator, it is important to have symmetrical mass distribution.
In order to solve this problem, active inertia is implemented when 2D motion is
desired.
Since it is not easy for the operator to move the lever in a circular fashion with
uniform force for experimental purposes, a simple apparatus was devised for the
test as shown in Fig. 15. The lever is replaced by a very ¯exible rod, which is
rotated by a rotary motor moving at a low speed through a speed reducer. The
trajectory A in Fig. 16 shows the case in which active inertia is not implemented,
where the trajectory of the lever point Q is an ellipse in which the y-axis is the
major axis, although the motor-driven end point P of the ¯exible rod rotates in a
circle. This eect is attributed to the uneven mass distribution, in which the mass
(about 5.8 kg) along the y-axis is much lighter than that (about 19.7 kg) along the
x-axis. However, as the amount of the active inertia along the y-axis increases, the
trajectory of the point Q shown in Fig. 16 becomes more circular as expected.

Fig. 14. Displacement response of the motion generator subject to initial displacement with active
stiness and damping implemented.
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Fig. 15. Test apparatus for active mass implementation.

Like the cases dealt above, the arm motion generator developed in this research
and the concept of active impedance can be used to acquire combinations of
various active inertia, damping, and/or stiness. Since these changes in impedance
are not obtained from physical structural changes, real-time changes are possible,
enabling measurement of diverse kinesthetic senses. For example, while moving
the lever, the damping and stiness can be changed to desired patterns. And at
the same time, the kinesthetic sense experienced by the operator can be evaluated.

Fig. 16. Change in trajectory of the lever as the amount of active mass increases (trajectory A is
without active mass implemented).
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6. Conclusions
In this research, an arm motion generator capable of two-dimensional
movement was built by perpendicularly connecting two linear motors. By
controlling the forces generated by these motors, active impedance is implemented,
which has the same eect as physically changing the mass, damping, and/or
stiness of the arm motion generator. Numerous kinesthetic senses relating to arm
movement can be evaluated due to the ability to change the impedance, such as
mass, damping, and stiness, on a real-time basis.
In this research, a 2-DOF controller composed of LQ-servo and H-in®nity
controllers was employed to cope with some inherent problems with current
control of the linear motor. The time delay problem related to the limitation on
the sampling period was treated as a multiplicative modeling error and an Hin®nity controller was used to cope with it. The control system used in this
research shows reasonable performance on both stability and tracking compared
to the PI controller which has some gain limits due to a low sampling rate.
The arm motion generator built in this research is currently used to evaluate
numerous kinesthetic senses related to arm movements. However, the motion is
limited to two dimensions and mass is unevenly distributed though overcome by
active inertia. The next version of the arm motion generator is now under
development, but the idea of active impedance and its control system will be
pretty much the same as the one introduced in this article.
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